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Abstract
Although MOOCs platforms offer a unique way to provide information for a large
cohort of participants, only a small percentage of participants complete MOOCs. The
high number of dropouts in MOOCs is a key challenge, and the literature suggests
that it can be affected by participants’ motivation. However, it is not known how and
to what extent motivation influences participants’ dropout in MOOCs. There is a need
to provide an overview of the role of motivation in MOOCs’ retention. In this study, we
aimed to identify motivational factors and theories that affect participants’ retention in
MOOCs and explain how does motivation supports participants to complete MOOCs.
To do so, a systematic review was conducted using specific inclusion and exclusion
criteria and a set of relevant keywords and databases which resulted in 50 relevant
publications. Our analysis led us to identify six main motivational factors that influence
participants’ MOOCs completion including academic, social, course, personal, professional, and technological motives. These factors were divided into two main categories
including need-based motivation and interest-based motivation. The results showed
that academic motives play the most important role in participants’ MOOCs retention
compared to the other factors. It was also found that self-determination theory was
used as the most dominant theory to support participants’ motivation for MOOCs completion. In addition, the results revealed that the motivational factors not only impacts
participants’ MOOCs retention directly, but also this impact is mediated by participant
satisfaction, self-regulation, attitude toward using MOOCs, performance, engagement,
and level of participation. Based on the results, further implications for practice and
future research are provided.
Keywords: MOOCs dropout, MOOCs retention, MOOCs completion, Motivation,
Systematic review

Introduction
Over the past few years, the use of digital technologies to provide ubiquitous education increased in popularity (Lizcano et al., 2020). MOOCs have the potential to provide learners with the opportunity to access global education and lifelong learning
(Badali et al., 2020). MOOCs are considered popular learning platforms (Welsh & Dragusin, 2013), and over the past years, millions of the Internet users have taken online
classes offered by MOOC platforms (Nurhudatiana & Caesarion, 2020). Despite the high
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number of enrollment in MOOCs, over 90% of enrollees never finish the course (Eriksson et al., 2017; Narayanasamy & Elçi, 2020). MOOCs’ retention rate ranges between
3 and 15% (Deshpande & Chukhlomin, 2017; Jordan, 2014; Liyanagunawardena et al.,
2013). From 2016 onwards, the issue of high attrition and dropout rates in MOOCs
has become a research trend in online education (Zhu et al., 2018). Dalipi et al. (2018)
found that two main factors predict learner dropout in MOOCs, learner-related factors
(e.g., lack of motivation, lack of time, insufficient background knowledge and skills) and
MOOC-related factors (e.g., course design, feelings of isolation and the lack of interactivity, hidden cost). Goopio and Cheung (2020) in a systematic review study reported
that various factors such as vague course design, lack of interaction, learner experience, time management, and mastery of MOOCs course language affect persistence in
MOOCs’ programs.
High dropout rates in MOOCs have raised questions in terms of MOOC effectiveness
(Alraimi et al., 2015; Xing & Du, 2019) and are a cause of concern for education scientists (Aldowah et al., 2020). Various studies have been conducted to find out reasons and
strategies for reducing attrition and dropout rates in MOOCs (e.g., Dalipi et al, 2018;
Goopio & Cheung, 2020; Kim et al., 2017). The literature review suggests that motivation
is one of the main factors that can impact learners’ retention in MOOCs (Maya-Jariego
et al., 2020; Abdullatif & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2020; Tang & Chaw, 2019; Watted & Barak,
2018; Verbert et al., 2012). Maya-Jariego et al. (2020) categorized MOOC participants
into three groups of internal motives, external motives, and intention of persistence.
They then reported that intensity of motivation is positively related to MOOC retention and satisfaction. Abdullatif and Velázquez-Iturbide (2020) pointed out that motivation has a key role to play in explaining learners’ behavior in MOOCs and reported that
internal motivation strongly affects intention to continue with MOOCs. The results of
a study by Tang and Chaw (2019) also confirmed that there is a significant relationship
between participants’ motivation and course completion in MOOCs.
Despite the role of motivation in MOOC dropout rates, it is still unclear what types
of motivational factors stimulate learners to finish MOOCs (Deshpande & Chukhlomin, 2017). Previous research concentrated on a certain type of motivation concerning MOOCs’ dropout (e.g., Abdullatif & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2020; Watted & Barak,
2018; Bonk & Lee, 2017; Maya-Jariego et al., 2020; Watted & Barak, 2018). A review of
research in the field of MOOC reported that most studies in this field have been done
quantitatively (Zhu et al, 2020). Scholars have pointed out that there is a need for a comprehensive overview of the role of motivation in MOOC dropout rates (Wang & Baker,
2018). In this systematic review, we aim to highlight motivational factors and theories
impacting learner retention rates in MOOCs and how these factors could support learners to complete their courses. The results of this study shed light on the weightings of
motivational factors intended to support course completion in MOOCs. The following
research questions are formulated to address the main objectives of the study.
RQ1. What motivational factors affect participants’ retention in MOOCs?
RQ2. What theories support participants’ motivation to complete MOOCs?
RQ3. To what extent does motivation support participants’ course completion in
MOOCs?
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Methods
Lockwood and Oh (2017) suggested seven steps for systematic review: (1) developing
a structured question(s), (2) defining inclusion and exclusion criteria, (3) developing
a search strategy, (4) critical appraisal, (5) data extraction, (6) analysis of extracted
data, and (7) presentation of the findings. These steps were followed in this study. The
selection process of reviewed publications is presented in Fig. 1.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Several inclusion and exclusion criteria were followed in this systematic review.
First, only peer-reviewed articles written in English were included since the authors
could not understand other languages. Second, the period was limited to publications from 2015 to 2020 to include the most recent publications. Third, there were no
restrictions with regard to research settings or population, and all types of research
including quantitative, qualitative, and mixed studies were welcomed in this study.
Forth, researchers decided to exclude review papers, reports, interviews, and other
kinds of documents such as thesis, dissertations, conference proceedings, books and
book chapters, and also published articles that were not peer-reviewed. Fifth, studies with poor and unclear findings were excluded since they did not provide sound

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the systematic literature review process
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information addressing the research questions. Sixth, the availability of only full-text
papers was included in this study.
Search strategy

To develop the search strategy, in the first step, keywords and relevant synonyms were
identified and used as follows: ("MOOC" OR "MOOCs" OR "Massive Online Open
Courses") AND ("Retention" OR "Motivation" OR "Reinforcement") AND ("Dropout"
OR "Drop-out") AND ("Complete"). The Boolean operators were used to increase the
search precision. In the second step, researchers determined which databases should be
screened. For this purpose, the University of British Columbia Library, ScienceDirect,
Emerald Insight, PubMed, SAGE, and Google Scholar were used.
Critical appraisal

As a first step, researchers (N = 2) who both had educational technology background
(Coder 1 is a Postdoctoral Researcher in Education and Learning Sciences, he also has
several articles in the field of learning analytic and systematic review, and coder 2 is a
Ph.D. of educational technology with experience in data analysis, he also has several articles in the field of MOOCs) screened selected papers to remove duplications and exclude
papers that fell outside the scope of this review. To critically appraise the selected studies, three criteria were determined: (1) for each study, a binary category (relevant/not
relevant) was used after reading the title and abstract; (2) only studies with clear findings, implications, and evidence related to the research questions were included; (3)
papers with software, programming, and technical levels were excluded and just papers
with educational implications were included. Critical appraisal was followed in two
rounds. In the first round, researchers critically screened selected papers based on the
aforementioned criteria. In this phase, 57 papers out of 146 papers were selected. In
the second round, researchers decided to critically review selected papers for a second
time and read the whole paper to make sure that only relevant studies were included for
data extraction. In this phase, 11 papers were excluded since researchers did not find
them strongly relevant for this study. At the end of the second critical review, only 46
papers were found to be relevant to the objectives of this study. During critical reading, researchers were confronted with studies that were mentioned in included publications. Researchers decided to screen these papers for relevance, resulting in 4 additional
papers being added to the total amount of studies investigated. Finally, 50 publications
were selected for analysis. When the critical appraisal phase was completed, the other
two researchers were asked to screen and code the studies based on the explained inclusion and exclusion criteria to reduce the bias in the search. These researchers also read
the title and abstract of each study and assessed studies in a binary manner to be relevant/not relevant. In cases where study findings were not obvious from the abstract
section, researchers were instructed to read the papers thoroughly (for example, they
read the methods and/or results in sections). Findings of the screening and coding
showed that changes between the original screening and the second review were minor.
To reduce the bias selection process and interpretation, the inter-rater reliability agreement between the two coders was performed which, the kappa coefficient was 76% that
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indicates a high agreement of the researchers. The final set included 50 publications that
met all inclusion criteria.
Data extraction

In this study, 50 scientific publications were finally reviewed. The review of included
publications showed that most publications (about 42%) were published in the Journal of
Computers & Education, Journal of Computers in Human Behavior, and British Journal
of Educational Technology. The geographical distribution of publications based on country of origin of the corresponding author was as follows: authors from the USA (26%,
N = 13), authors from China (14%, N = 7), authors from Spain (10%, N = 5), authors from
Mexico, the UK, Australia, South Korea, and Taiwan (each 6%, N = 3). Authors from
other countries included 20% (N = 10). The details of selected studies are presented in
Table 1 and Fig. 2.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, quantitative research methods were used in the majority of
reviewed publications (64%, N = 32), whereas only 16% of studies (N = 8) used qualitative methods and 20% of studies (N = 10) used mixed research methods. The most popular MOOCs’ platforms in reviewed publications were Coursera (about 31%, N = 18), edX
(about 22%, N = 13), and iCourse (about 9%, N = 5), respectively. Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM), content analysis, factor analysis, Partial Least Squares (PLS), descriptive, ANCOVA/ ANOVA/ MANOVA, t-test, survival analysis, and regression were,
respectively, used in reviewed publications as common statistical tools. Generally, interview (18%, N = 9), survey (70%, N = 35), and interview/survey (12%, N = 6) were used as
data collections tools in reviewed publications.
Analysis of extracted data

To address the first research question, it was, first, decided to review findings of all
included publications to extract which motivational factors affected participants’ retention in MOOCs. Second, extracted motivational factors were categorized under an
umbrella of a larger concept. To address the second research question, all included publications were reviewed to identify which motivational theories were used to support
participants’ motivation to complete MOOCs. The frequency of theory usage in selected
papers was then counted, and an overview of the most commonly used motivational
theory was provided. To address the third research question, findings of all included
papers were reviewed and a concept map of how motivation supports participant course
completion in MOOCs was presented.

Results
Research Question 1

What motivational factors affect participants’ retention in MOOCs? The findings of
Research Question 1 were divided into two motivational sources namely need-based
(Green et al, 2017) and interest-based (Shen et al, 2003). Categories related to needbased motivation are academic motives, course motives, and professional motives.
Categories related to interest are social motives, personal motives, and technological motives. Table 2 gives detailed information concerning these motivational factors.
According to Table 2, column N represents the sum of frequencies and column Pct.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the selected studies
Authors

Year

Journal

Country
(correspond
author)

Abdullatif et al.

2020

Education and Information Technologies

Spain

Aldowah et al.

2020

Journal of Computing in Higher Education

UK

Espinosa et al.

2015

International Journal of Educational Technology in
Higher Education

Mexico

Bayeck

2016

Open Praxis

USA

Alario-Hoyos et al.

2017

The International Review of Research in Open and
Distributed Learning

Spain

Wang and Baker

2018

The International Review of Research in Open and
Distributed Learning

USA

Alraimi et al.

2015

Computers and Education

USA

Barak et al.

2016

Computers and Education

Israel

Buhr et al.

2019

Computers in Human Behavior

Canada

Deshpande and Chukhlomin

2017

American Journal of Distance Education

USA

Doo et al.

2020

Distance Education

USA

Bonk and Lee

2017

Journal of Learning for Development

USA

Tang and Chaw

2019

Electronic Journal of e-Learning

Malaysia

Eriksson et al.

2017

Journal of Computing in Higher Education

Sweden

Gregori et al.

2018

Computers and Education

China

Hone and El Said

2016

Computers and Education

UK

Howarth et al.

2016

International Journal of Lifelong Education

Australia

Jung and Lee

2018

Computers and Education

South Korea

Khan et al.

2018

Telematics and Informatics

China

Kim et al.

2017

Computers in Human Behavior

South Korea

Kyewski and Krämer

2018

Computers and Education

Germany

Li et al.

2018

Computers in Human Behavior

Singapore

Luik et al.

2019

British Journal of Educational Technology

Estonia

Maya-Jariego et al.

2020

Educational Technology Research and Development

Spain

Ortega-Arranz et al.

2019

Computers and Education

Spain

Gomez-Zermeno et al.

2016

Turkish Online Journal of Distance Education

Mexico

Salmon et al.

2017

British Journal of Educational Technology

Australia

Shao

2018

Internet Research

China

Shapiro et al.

2017

Computers and Education

USA

Carrera and Ramírez-Hernández

2018

Sustainability

Mexico

Tsai et al.

2018

Computers and Education

Taiwan

Uchidiuno et al.

2018

International Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education

USA

Wang et al.

2019

Behavior and Information Technology

Taiwan

Wang and Baker

2015

Journal of Online Learning and Teaching

USA

Watted and Barak

2018

The Internet and Higher Education

Israel

Wu and Chen

2017

Computers in Human Behavior

China

Xing et al.

2019

The Internet and Higher Education

USA

Zhang

2016

Computers and Education

China

Zhao et al.

2020

Computers and Education

China

Xiong et al.

2015

Global Education Review

USA

Petronzi and Hadi

2016

European Journal of Open, Distance and E-learning

UK

Sujatha and Kavitha

2018

International Journal of Education and Development
Using ICT

India

Brooker et al.

2018

Australasian Journal of Educational Technology

Australia

El Said

2017

Journal of Educational Computing Research

Egypt
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Table 1 (continued)
Authors

Year

Journal

Country
(correspond
author)

Greene et al.

2015

American Educational Research Journal

USA

James

2020

Journal of College Student Retention: Research, Theory
and Practice

USA

Charo et al.

2020

Computers in Human Behavior

Spain

Chang et al.

2015

British Journal of Educational Technology

Taiwan

Joo et al.

2018

Computers and Education

South Korea

Sun et al.

2019

British Journal of Educational Technology

China

Fig. 2 Overview of research methods, MOOCs platforms, statistical tools, and data collection tools used in
reviewed publications

shows the sum of the percentage of frequencies for each motivational category in the
reviewed publications.
Based on scanning data of included publications presented in Table 2, academic
motives had the largest role and were the most frequently used motivational factor for
MOOCs’ retention (about 30%, N = 71). Social motives (about 19%, N = 45) were the
second most popular factor to encourage participants to complete MOOCs, followed by
course motives (about 16%, N = 38), personal motives (about 15%, N = 37), professional
motives (about 13%, N = 30), and technological motives (about 8%, N = 19). The following motivational source and related motivational categories were described.
Need-based motivation: The purpose of need-based motivations to register or complete a MOOC is to bridge the knowledge, skill, or attitude gap in the individual.
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Table 2 Detailed information concerning the main motivational factors
Motivational source Category

Motivational factor

Need-based

Academic motives

To earn credit course from professors, to earn
credit course from institutes, intrinsic goal
orientation, academic self-efficacy, need for
cognition, grit (passion for long-term goals),
performance-goal orientation, mastery-goal
orientation, perceived reputation, complementary learning, learning support, self-assessment,
self-improvement, freedom to learn, English
proficiency, achievement motivation, learning
outcome, further existing knowledge, improving
knowledge, previous bad classroom experiences
with the subject matter, using innovative tools
(flipped classroom, challenge-based, earning),
query-based learning, certification, value learning, gamification, supplement to a university
class, learning design, study techniques, teaching
presence, teacher presence, discouragement
based on faulty assignment

71 29.58%

Course motives

Time (course length), course difficulty, course
structure, course content, perception of course
design, course related to the program, perception of the course content, expectations about
course and suitability of course, perceived effectiveness, perceived quality, task value and interest, overload (heavy load of study), learner social
situation, novelty, lack of control, autonomy,
sense of scarcity, high-quality course materials

38 15.83%

Professional motives

Professional development, work circumstances,
course related to the job, acquire skills, perceived
usefulness, relevancy to job, fulfillment of need
for competence, problem-solving, economic
mobility, statement of accomplishment

30 12.50%

Personal motives

Internal motives, family circumstances, curiosity,
personal growth, personal interest, self-enjoyment, liking, perceived enjoyment, boredom,
self-development, self-determination, perceived
value, user preference, prior knowledge, and
experience

37 15.41%

Social motives

Social support, interaction, friends taking a
course, social presence, connect with others, networking, meet new people, social situation, social
influences, social norms, communication and
use of information, social mobility, relatedness,
learner social characteristics, rewards, badges,
social recognition

45 18.76%

Interest-based

Technological motives Perceived ease of use, perceived openness, navigation, accessibility, visual design, the frustration
of MOOCs, Internet access, media richness, sociability, convenience, interactive design, integrative
design, limiting repeatability of online courses,
lack of infrastructures, multimedia use
Total

N

19

Pct

7.91%

240 100%

According to need-based motivation, learners voluntarily learn to obviate their educational needs. Need-based theories say that behavior is partly motivated by external factors, but even more (Ahl, 2008). Need-based motivations include: academic,
course, and professional motives.
Academic motives: Academic motivation is a broad term used for students’ desire in
terms of academic subjects. This type of motivation explains that students with high
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academic motivations tend to achieve more academic success (Zimmerman, 2008),
while students with low academic motivations experience more academic failure
(Scheel et al., 2009). Review of MOOC related literature confirmed that academic selfefficacy (Jung & Lee, 2018; Shao, 2018; Wang & Baker, 2018), teaching presence (Jung
& Lee, 2018), using innovative teaching tools such as gamification, flipped classroom,
query-based learning (Carrera & Ramírez-Hernández, 2018; Chang et al., 2015; Eriksson et al., 2017; Ortega-Arranz et al., 2019), achieving further knowledge and learning
skills (Watted & Barak, 2018; Salmon et al., 2017; Petronzi & Hadi, 2016), receiving a
certification (Charo et al., 2020; Greene et al., 2015; Uchidiuno et al., 2018; Wang &
Baker, 2018; Watted & Barak, 2018; Xiong et al., 2015), and earn credit (Bayeck, 2016)
are some of the academic motives that influence MOOCs retention.
Course motives: This type of motivation refers to the potential of course structure, design, and content to attract learners to decide whether to take and complete
MOOCs or not. James’ (2020) research showed that the complexity and difficulty of
course content impacts participants’ dropout in MOOCs. Kizilcec and Halawa (2015)
highlighted the importance of course timing as one of the reasons to finish or drop
MOOCs. Their study showed that a course longer lasts, there are more chances for
dropout. In another study, Charo et al. (2020) pointed out that the perceived effectiveness of the course is significantly related to MOOCs retention. In other words,
learners should find course content effective to follow up with it. This finding is supported by Alario-Hoyos et al. (2017) where they found task value as a meaningful variable for MOOCs retention. In addition, other studies emphasized the role of course
design as another important factor that influences participants’ dropout in MOOCs
(Aldowah et al., 2020; Eriksson et al., 2017; El Said, 2017).
Professional motives: MOOCs are an opportunity to acquire new knowledge, skills
and expand occupational development (Milligan & Littlejohn, 2017). Professional
motives refer to professional development and career reasons why participants use
MOOCs and intend to complete them. A review of the literature confirmed that needs
for professional development are highly motivative for MOOCs users (Bayeck, 2016;
Doo et al., 2020; Xiong et al., 2015). Previous studies indicated that some people use
MOOCS because it is related to their job and profession (Bayeck, 2016; Xiong et al.,
2015). Lu et al. (2017) reported that there is a significant relationship between course
relevancy to a job and MOOCs users’ satisfaction and depth of learning. Review on
the MOOCs literature revealed that work circumstances (Aldowah et al., 2020; Shapiro et al., 2017), workplace knowledge and experience (Greene et al., 2015; Petronzi
& Hadi, 2016), course relevancy to job (Bayeck, 2016; Uchidiuno et al., 2018; Xiong
et al., 2015), and economic mobility (Eriksson et al., 2017; Uchidiuno et al., 2018) are
some of the professional motives affect learners’ MOOCS retention.
Interest-based motivation: Interest is a strong motivator for enrolling and learning
from MOOCs (Tsai et al, 2018). Interest-based motivation suggests that interest can
be a major motivation source that arises as individuals interact with the environment.
According to research evidence, interest is divided into personal and situational interests (Shen et al., 2003). Personal and social motives are related to personal interest,
and technological motives are related to situational interest.
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Personal motives: This type of motivation refers to personal reasons why a person takes a MOOC. Findings of previous studies showed that family circumstances
(Aldowah et al., 2020), curiosity (Bonk & Lee, 2017), personal growth (Watted & Barak,
2018), enjoyment and boredom (Buhr et al., 2019; Shao, 2018), personal interest Watted
& Barak, 2018; Chang et al., 2015), personal reasons (Petronzi & Hadi, 2016), and prior
experiences (Greene et al., 2015) are some of the reasons can personally motivate or
demotivate participants whether to drop out MOOCs or finish it. Considering the low
impacts of certifications in MOOCs retention (Wang & Baker, 2015), having personal
motives to take a MOOCs tend to play a major role in MOOCs completion (Kizilcec &
Halawa, 2015).
Social motives: Social motives refer to human needs to connect with and be accepted
by others. This desire represents ones’ social preferences which highly impact social
decisions (Godman, 2013; Locke, 2015). A review of MOOC literature showed that
social factors such as social presence, social support (Aldowah et al., 2020), interactions
(Gregori et al., 2018; Hone & El Said, 2016), meeting new people (Uchidiuno et al., 2018),
friends taking a course, and connection with others (Bayeck, 2016; Xiong et al., 2015)
affect MOOCs users’ decisions to choose a course and complete it. Social motivations in
MOOCs make the course more attractive for learners and improve the level of participation, engagement, performance, and attitude toward using MOOCs which are important
factors in MOOCs completion (e.g., Alraimi et al., 2015; Barak et al., 2016; Buhr et al.,
2019; Khan et al., 2018; Kyewski & Krämer, 2018; Tang & Chaw, 2019).
Technological motives: Technological types of motivation speak about to what extent
technology motivates learners to participate in MOOCs and complete it. MOOCs studies highlighted the technological potential to encourage learners to not drop out of
MOOCs. For example, studies showed that perceived ease of use of technology (Joo
et al., 2018; Jung & Lee, 2018; Wu & Chen, 2017), media richness (Zhao et al., 2020),
the potential for interactivity (Deshpande & Chukhlomin, 2017; Zhao et al., 2020), visual
design (Deshpande & Chukhlomin, 2017), lack of infrastructure (Shapiro et al., 2017),
accessibility (Khan et al., 2018; Shapiro et al., 2017; Eriksson et al., 2017; Deshpande &
Chukhlomin, 2017; El Said, 2017), and convenience of technology (Shapiro et al., 2017)
impact participant’s use of MOOCs and also their decisions for dropout or intention to
continue using MOOCs.

Research Question 2
What theories support participants’ motivation to complete MOOCs? A review of the
included publications showed that a variety of theories were used to theoretically support participants’ motivation for course completion in MOOCs. Table 3 presents a list of
the main theories used in the reviewed studies to support participants’ motivation not to
drop out of MOOCs. In the first column, dimensions of theories are given, then motivational theories, and similar to Table 2, column N in Table 3 indicate the sum of frequencies and subsequently column Pct. represents the sum of the percentage of frequencies
for each theory is included papers. We followed a bottom-up inductive approach to classifying the theories in the second column based on their essential features and dimensions. This approach led us to discern five classes of theories covering the link between
learner’s control, engagement/behavioral, learners’ motivation and social, technological,
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Table 3 Theories used to support participants’ motivation for MOOCs retention
Dimensions of theory

Theory

n (%)

N (%)

Learner’s control dimension

Self-determination theory (SDT)

15 (25)

23 (38.33)

Pedagogical dimension

Technological dimension

Social dimension

Psychological reactance theory (PRT)

3 (5)

Self-regulated learning theory (SRLT)

3 (5)

Control-value theory of achievement emotions
(CVTAE)

2 (3.33)

Expectancy value theory (EVT)

3 (5)

Achievement goal theory (AGT)

2 (3.33)

Expectation Confirmation Theory (ECT)

3 (5)

Constructive learning theory (CLT)

1 (1.16)

Adult learning theory (ALT)

1 (1.16)

Experiential learning theory (ELT)

1 (1.16)

Technology acceptance model (TAM)

5 (8.33) 10 (16.66)

Flow theory (FT)

2 (3.33)

Task technology adaptation theory (TTAT)

1 (1.16)

Media-richness theory (MRT)

1 (1.16)

Theory of network externalities (TNE)

1 (1.16)

Connectivism theory (CT)

3 (5)

Social cognitive theory (SCT)

1 (1.16)

Sociocultural theory (ST)

1 (1.16)

Theory of relationship quality (TRQ)
Engagement/behavioral dimension Theory of planned behavior (TPB)
Theory of reasoned action (TRA)
Others

11 (18.33)

1 (1.16)
4 (6.66)

Marketing theory (MT)

1 (1.16)
1 (1.16)

Herzberg’s (1968) two factor theory (HTFT)

1 (1.16)

Total

6 (10)

2 (3.33)

Implicit theory of intelligence (ITI)
Rogers’s innovation-diffusion theory (RIDT)

6 (10)

4 (6.66)

1 (1.16)
60 (100) 60 (100)

and pedagogical dimensions of MOOCs. This classification concurs with Piccoli et al.’s
(2001) conceptualization of a technology-based learning environment such as MOOCs
as an entirety with learner’s control, behavioral, social, technological, and pedagogical
dimensions. These dimensions are further explained in the following section.
Learner’s control dimension encompasses theories emphasize the learners and their
abilities to learn from MOOCs in a self-directed way. This dimension includes SDT, PRT,
SRLT and CVTAE, all of which pay special attention to the learner as an active learning
agent in MOOCs. Theories covered by the pedagogical dimension are more about the
pedagogical, teaching and learning aspects of MOOCs. This dimension includes EVT,
AGT, ECT, CLT, ALT and ELT. Theories in this dimension are about how to create a
constructive learning environment in MOOCs, learning expectation and achievement
in MOOCs and the implications of learning concepts to hold and sustain MOOC-based
learning (Kesim & Altınpulluk, 2015). Technology-based theories are about embracing
new technologies and technological features and using them in MOOCs to benefit learning at scale (Khan et al., 2018). This dimension includes TAM, FT, TTAT, MRT and TNE,
which are related to the acceptance of technology and the application of networks and
media in education (Wu & Chen, 2017). Theories encompassed by the social dimension,
namely CT, SCT, ST and TRQ, address social interactions and co-learning dynamics
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and activities happening in MOOCs (Barak et al, 2016; Sun et al, 2019). Engagement/
behavioral theories are mainly used to predict how individuals will behave based on their
pre-existing attitudes and behavioral intentions (Maya-Jariego et al., 2020). This dimension includes TPB and TRA theories which explain the relationship between attitudes
and behaviors within human action (Sheppard et al., 1988). The others dimension also
includes four theories of MT, ITI, HTFT, and RIDT.
Since our review revealed that SDT is the most commonly used theory among all
those theories, and considerable number of the included publications underpinned their
research on SDT, therefore, we decided to focus in this theory and further explain its
relation with MOOCs’ retention.
Self-determination theory (SDT): This theory explicates reasons for human behavior
occurrence (Abdullatif & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2020). According to SDT, three factors
including autonomy (need for having choice and control), competence (need for being
effective), and relatedness (need for connecting with others) explain why and how a
certain human behavior occurs (Deci & Ryan, 2012). In MOOCs, participants can
see, choose, register for any course they want, and follow a course at their pace (Khan
et al., 2018). It implies the positive role of MOOCs in reinforcing a sense of freedom
and autonomy. Zhou (2016) found that autonomous motivation has a significant impact
on MOOCs participants’ decisions. In another study, Khan et al. (2018) reported that
learners’ intention to use MOOCs is positively influenced by perceived autonomy. Buhr
et al. (2019) also confirmed that autonomy in MOOCs leads to a decrease in boredom
and increase in enjoyment. Sense of competence results in the feeling of being effective
and capable which empowers participants to put more effort into MOOCs (Khan et al,
2018). MOOCs offers opportunities for participants to learn, find values, and express
their abilities (Hew & Kadir, 2017). This indicates that there is a relationship between
perceived sense of competence and MOOCs use. To complete this section, we can
say that given that learning in the MOOCs is voluntary and self-regulating, the role of
‘self ’ in this learning environment is important (Martinez-Lopez et al., 2017); The SDT
is more related to the self-regulatory learning environment. Also, SDT’s main components, namely, autonomy (i.e., the need for having choice and control), competence, and
relatedness, lend themselves best to the specifications of MOOCs as open, self-directed,
social, and Tech-based learning environments (Khan et al., 2018).
Studies showed that perceived competence is correlated with involvement and behavioral intention to use MOOCs (Hew & Kadir, 2016; Khan et al., 2018). The desire to
interact with others and the feeling of being connected strengthen a sense of belonging
which could help learners to engage more with other learners (Khan et al., 2018). This
implies the importance of relatedness as a social motive. Khan et al. (2018) study showed
that relatedness has a positive impact on participants’ MOOCs adoption. A study by
Buhr et al. (2019) showed that enjoyment in MOOCs is positively influenced by relatedness while boredom in MOOCs was decreased by relatedness. Joo et al. (2018) reported
that SDT has an impact on MOOCs participants’ satisfaction which is correlated with
continuance intention to use MOOCs. In another study, Sun et al. (2019) pointed out
that SDT can positively support psychological and behavioral engagement in MOOCs.
In SDT theory, autonomy, competence, and relatedness have flowed between external
and internal motivations. The more learners’ autonomy, competence, and relatedness
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motivation are internal, the more they tend to be self-determined and vice versa (Joo
et al., 2018). Based on the above explanation, in Fig. 3 an overview of SDT role concerning support MOOCs completion was presented.

Research Question 3
To what extent does motivation support participants’ course completion in MOOCs?
A concept map provided in Fig. 4 illustrates that MOOCs’ completion is influenced by
motivational factors in two ways. First, motivational factors could straightly stimulate
MOOCs’ participants to complete a course. In this regard, a review of included publications showed that all six main motivational types could directly motivate users to finish
MOOCs. Second, six educational features were identified to play a mediating role in the
relationship between motivation and MOOCs completion including satisfaction, selfregulation, attitude toward using MOOC, performance, engagement, and participation
(Fig. 4 shows an oval). For example, this concept map showed that academic motives
with the mediating role of satisfaction, self-regulation and, engagement, it has a significant effect on the MOOC completion rate. Course and professional motives can be
effective in completing MOOCs by mediating the role of satisfaction and engagement.
The results also showed that social motives positively affected participants’ engagement, performance, and participation, and these educational features were meaningfully
correlated with MOOCs completion. Personal motives with mediating role of engagement, satisfaction, and participation affect the rate of completion of MOOCs. And
finally, technological motives and professional motives influenced participants’ attitudes
toward using MOOCs which was meaningfully correlated with MOOCs’ completion.
The concept map also illustrated that there was a relationship among motivational types.

Fig. 3 Overview of SDT role in relation to MOOCs completion support
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Fig. 4 Concept map of motivational factors’ effects on course completion in MOOCs

As shown in Fig. 4, social motives could influence participants’ personal motives, and
also technological motives could affect users’ social motives. That is to say that personal
motives had a mediating role between participants’ social motives and MOOCS completion and social motives had a mediating role between participants technological motives
and MOOCS completion.

Discussion
This systematic review was conducted to give an explanation of how motivational types
and theories influence participants’ retention rates for MOOCs, and how these motivational factors could support MOOCs users’ persistence. To meet the target of this study,
50 scientific publications were analyzed and results were described in both quantitative and qualitative formats. Results showed that 56% of selected papers were published
between 2018 and 2020 and in total 46% of reviewed papers were published in highlyranked journals. This finding might be an indication of the importance of this topic in
the field of educational technology. Results also showed that more than half of studies
(64%) adopted quantitative research methods, while only 16% and 20% of studies used
qualitative and mixed research methods. It was also found that Coursera and edX were
the most popular platforms in reviewed publications while survey methods were the
most used data collection tool with quantitative and descriptive statistical tools. These
findings suggest that easy access to Coursera and edX courses provide opportunities for
more quantitative research compared to other research methods.
Data analysis and categorization showed that academic, course, professional, personal,
social and technological motives are the six major factors impacting learner retention
rates in MOOCs. These six categories were classified into two motivational sources:
need-based and interest-based. The findings of this study can be supported by previous
studies. For example, Aldowah et al. (2020), Sun et al. (2019), Khan et al. (2018), Shao
(2018), Uchidiuno et al. (2018), Bayeck (2016), and Xiong et al. (2015) confirmed that
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social motivations such as connecting with others, relatedness, friends taking a course,
and social norms impact users’ retention in MOOC. Furthermore, other studies such as
Sun et al. (2019), Bonk and Lee (2017), Uchidiuno et al. (2018), Bayeck (2016), Salmon
et al. (2017), and Petronzi and Hadi (2016) highlighted the importance of professional
motivations such as relevancy to job, acquiring a new skill, and professional development as motivational reasons to complete MOOCs. These findings indicate that learners
participate in MOOCs with diverse motivational backgrounds ranging from academic
to professional. These findings provide practical information for MOOC designers and
developers. This indicates that not only academic reasons for MOOCs participation and
completion is highly crucial, but also other important motivational types could considerably influence user decisions to drop out of MOOCs or to complete them.
The review of included publications revealed that SDT is the most commonly used
theory to support MOOC user motivation for course completion. Respectively, followed
by the technology acceptance model and the theory of planned behavior as ranked
in the second and third place. In this study, we also explained in depth SDT and presented a concept map of the three principles of SDT’s role in MOOC completion based
on the data collected from reviewed publications. This concept map showed that three
universal psychological needs including autonomy, competence, and relatedness play a
direct motivational role in MOOCs’ completion; however, they can also indirectly affect
retention in MOOCs through influencing intention, boredom, satisfaction, enjoyment,
engagement, and involvement of participants. The findings of this study clarify how SDT
as a motivational theory could support MOOCs’ completion. These findings are in line
with some prior studies (e.g., Buhr et al., 2019; Joo et al., 2018; Khan et al., 2018; Sun
et al., 2019).
We also provided a concept map to explore how different motivation factors support
course completion in MOOCs. The results showed that in general, motivational factors
played a twofold role in relation to MOOCs. First, reviewed publications suggested that
motivational types such as personal motivations (e.g., curiosity, personal growth, selfenjoyment, etc.) and professional motivations (e.g., relevancy to job, perceived usefulness, fulfillment of the need for competence, etc.) could simply encourage participants
to not drop out MOOCs. Second, included publications proposed that motivational factors influenced other educational practices such as engagement, performance, satisfaction, and self-regulation which are other key features to prevent MOOCs dropout. These
findings can be supported by reviewed publications in this study such as Abdullatif
and Velázquez-Iturbide (2020), Zhao et al. (2020), Sun et al. (2019), Khan et al. (2018),
Watted and Barak (2018), Shao (2018), Shapiro et al. (2017), and Bayeck (2016). These
findings provide insights for MOOCS designers and instructors to understand what
motivational factors and to what extent can encourage learners to finish MOOC.

Conclusion
Previous studies merely focused on a particular aspect of motivation concerning
user’s persistence in MOOCs, while this systematic literature review covered the most
recent publications in this regard to shed light on the role of motivation in MOOC
retention rates. This study bridged motivation to retention in MOOCs with a specific
focus on motivational factors and theories and also mapped how motivation supports
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MOOC retention rates. Although, in reviewed publications, it was reported that there
is a meaningful relationship between participants’ motivation and MOOC retention
rates, none of them exclusively provided a comprehensive overview of motivational
factors and theories which influence MOOC retention rates. The results of this study
led to practical information for MOOCs’ designers on what factors and how these
factors motivate MOOCs’ users to complete a course. The scanning of included publications showed that motivational factors could affect MOOCs’ completion both
directly and indirectly. This finding implies that MOOC designers should consider
motivation as a key element of any MOOCs’ development.
Although this study presented a conceptual link between motivation and retention
rates for MOOCs, there is a concern regarding its generalizability since we only covered English peer-reviewed publications from 2015 to 2020 and it is possible to miss
other relevant studies. Further literature review studies are suggested to map the roles
of motivation in MOOC retention rates concerning other inclusion and exclusion criteria. This study provided information on variation of MOOCs’ completion motives.
However, it was not clarified how motivation differs concerning kind of participants
who took MOOCs. Further studies are recommended to clarify relationship between
types of participants who completed MOOCs and their motivational reasons. This
study mainly focused on what motivates participants to finish MOOCs and it did not
provide any formation on how instructors’ motivation could affect users’ retention
in MOOCs. It is suggested to conduct a systematic review on relationship between
instructors’ motivation and participants related to MOOC dropout rates. Furthermore, this study provided information on the role of motivational types in MOOCs’
retention rates based on their frequency mentioned in included publications. Further
mate-analysis studies required to show impacts of motivational factors on MOOCs’
completion based on their effect size. Hew et al. (2020) pointed out that completion
rates in MOOCs should not be defined as the only indication of MOOC success, since
many users have no intention to finish MOOCs and they may focus more on specific sub-sets of a course. This implies that we should cautiously interpret findings of
this study and not fall in a trap of considering findings as an implication for MOOC
success. In conclusion, given the extent of the connections made among motivational
factors, theories, mediating variables, and retention, it can be argued that the findings
of this study can provide practical designs for further practices and future studies.
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